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or the round ornament of a sword: (IDrd,or any round ring in the ornamental part of a

sword or saddle or other thing: (lDrd,K:*) or

a plaited thong between the suspensory thong, or

shoulder-belt, and the scabbard, of the sword,- as

also 'ég?;: or [the pl. signifies] plaited thongs

in the lower parts of the suspcnsory thongs of the

sword,- and a dial. var. is with 9»; (TA ;) i. e.

and TA in art. to») on the authority

of ISh. (TA in that art.) The pl. of he”) K)

in all the senses explained above TA) is

53%;- (s, 15-)

(2:01; Sticking, adhering, or cleaving. (AZ, L.)

I i’)

Adorned with 'ewels recious stones or
C4)‘ .1 t p ’

gems; applied to a crown, and a sword: (K:)

r , I) is) I e

or you say, )stpJls to)» EU meaning a crown

set with jewels, precious ‘stones, or gems: and

o 5': 0o, _ _

to)» do“ a sword ornamented with the rings

called the}, pl. of (s) _ (3:1,; is};

0.2:." A horse having the hairs of the fetlock

r10’

v5 [meaning compacted together, as

though woven]: (A0, and so in some copies of

I"

the K:) in [some of the copies of] the
fir ¢§¢

goo o)"- (m)

0' on .u ~05

" I‘); ails-oi IIis teeth are set close together.

(A, TA.)

do‘)

1. aor. :, [or 3 , as appears from what

. 9 h . .

follows,] inf. n. bu), He put, orgomed, together,

or together and in regular order, its several parts.

I’!

(M.) [Hence,] an...» (s, 0, high, in the

M ;.=;.;.ll,) aor. 5 , inil n. as above, (S, M, Msb,)

.He put, orjoined, together the stones (S, O, Msb)

in building, or in the building or structure: (S, O :)

or he built, or constructed, and joined together,

meet a r .v

the stones. (M.) And on...‘ “0) His teeth

were disposed in. a regular and an even row in

a , ,

their manner of growth ; as alsow' J, [aor. 1,]

9,’, a,’

inf‘. n. (M.) And 4,045 on‘, He (9. man

praying, O, K) put his feet together: (S, O,0' e a’ r

O ¢,r

or 4,1») M l.» bin‘) he put his legs near together.

(M.)_Also IIe bound it round with a thing.

fr’ GB’

(Har p. 376.) You say,jib use» int‘. in bias’),

He bound, O, or wound, (M,) a sinew

(34;) upon the socket of the head of the arrow,

(S, M, O, when it had broken. (M.):

u so! a 4 ~ 0 r I

out“! as‘): see above. _oio) also signifies

0!

She [a woman] was small, or narrow, in the t):

‘at!

[or vulva]. (M.)=.-.J-b], aor. 1, int‘. n. 2%,,

said of a deed, or an action, 1-1t was firm, or

sound; or firmly, or soundly, or well, executed, or

performed. (0, K.)__[See also below.]

1:0» ' lei 4|

_One says also, .4,‘ do); '9 )ol I.» 1-This is a

thing, or an afl'air, that will not become thee, or

be suitable to thee. (S, O,

2. [infi n. of 55-2)] The putting, or

placing, together, or constructing, well stones or

bricks in a building. (KL) _- The connecting

well words with words. (KL.)_. And The bind

ing round an arrow well [at the part in which

the head is inserted] with a sinew.

4. ‘6.4) IIe mixed his wine with what

is termed it», i. e. water descending from

the mountains, upon the rocks. (0,

5: see 8.

6: see 8. _ Jill They stood

close together, side by side, in the rank. (S, O,

is syn. with8. M lIt had its several arts at or 'oined,

J P T) t .7

together, or together and in regular order ,' as also

‘Joli, [or this means it had its several parts

well put, orjoined, together, &c., (see 2, of which

it is the quasi-pass.,)] and V Jul)’. (M.)

‘,4

‘in; Stones put, orjoined, together, (S, M, O,

Msb, [whether artificially or naturally, and

particularly] in a channel of water: (0, z)

n. un. '53s}. (5, M, o, Msb, 1;.) A dam con

slructedfor [the purpose of obstructing or retain

ing] water: [such is now termed ' which

is originally an epithet, but thus used as a subst.,

and commonly applied to a quay; and a bank,

generally of masonry or bricks, raised along the

side ofa river or of a lake $0.,- and any similar

mass of masonry :] also (i. e. the channel

of a. [reservoir such as is termed] M».[Hence,] The water descending from

the mountdins, upon the rocks. EL’Aijzij

says,

‘I! ‘Or '44 r’ 0

* “fix-"C35 b“;)0? "

meaning that the wine of which he is speaking

was mixed with water of a [or ledge of

rocks or stones] that had contended, in flowing,

with another because of its thereby becom

ing more clear and more delicate: he suppresses

the word signifying water, meaning it to be
r O 14!’.

understood, (saying ‘ti-0:) Q» for 5:64) 5L4 Q»,

[but in both of my dopics ol' the S351; is erro

neously put for it,]) and he calls its passing

[in the O and in one of my copies of the

s 21,31) from J4) to do) its contending

therewith [i. e. with the latter daj]. O.) _
5, a,

See also 3.“).

see the next paragraph. ......The

¢,,,

are Two sinews or ii aments ' M in or
r r U . i ’

between, the [two bones called] of the two

knees. (M.)

l,r' I’;

5.“) n. un. of a‘), q. v. ._ Also A sinew
9,,‘

(‘1135) that is wound upon the socket of the head

of an arrow, (S, M, O, K,) when it has broken,

I’ )1

(M ;) as also (Lth, O,l_{) and '35,‘),

each with (_lamm; (K;) or as also 728$), [thus

written with kesr,] of which the pl. is ciao; (M)

and [coll. gen. n.] Lita; (M,O;) but [ISd

says,] I think that AHn has made this last to be

a sing.: and ' is the pl. of [or rather

it is a coll. gen. n.,] and ..it'eji I hold to be pl.

of as. (M =) or 30o is the P1- °f (S'

K.)_Also, and t A sinew (£32) that a

bound upon another sinew, and is then bound

upon the suspensory of the bow. (M.) ....

var;

And [if not a mistake for (gm-i=1] Two

round bones in the knee of a horse, separate from

the other bones. (Ibn-’Abbad, 0.

‘Jr

Win23: see dye).

I ,4 5,,’

cal-o): see liar-Also A part like stairs,

in the side of a mountain; pl. (Ibn

’Abbad,O.)

I J’
o

5-9,‘) A woman narrow in the [or vulva]:

(S, M, 0:) or small therein: or small in

the vulva, and narrow therein, and, consequently,

impervia viro ,- as also 7 (IAar,* O,*and 156;}. (0:19) or this last, [syn with

irgbjlfl a woman whose place of circumcision has

cohered [after the operation, when she was young],

and, consequently, impervia [viro].

[Put, or joined, together, or together

and in regular order, in its several parts,- like

u so, as . “,0! o- on

7d,» ]. You say, 26,0) abudl‘and ‘My

His teeth are disposed in a regular and an even

row in their manner ofgrowth. (M.)_[Henoe,]

+ An imitator, or emulator, of another in actions;

and an inseparable associate. (O. _ And

t A deed, or an action, that is firm, or sound; or

firmly, or soundly, or well, executed or per

formed: O, Msb, and in like manner,

an answer, or a reply: (S, O z) or an answer, or a

reply, that is strong, or valid ,- not to be rebutted.
,1,

(Mgh.) __ Also An arrow having a sinewu-ound upon the socket of its head, when it has

8'4

broken ,- and so ' (M.) .... See also doc).

=Also sing. of JLS), which signifies The sinews,

or ligaments, of the horse : or this signi

fies the bones of the side: (Ibn-’Abbé.d, O,K:)

and has for its pl. like :réé’b [as pl. of

vhiél- (K)

.1 r; I),

o

ans, int‘. n. of w. [q.v]. (1;.)_ 31.5“

all“, signifies The being gentle ($3M) with the

thing: and [hfnoo] it is said in a with, 55,133
’D ' I r p a 4

his: L'q ' \JI0)l £0; L'J [And no stay, or support,
I ' ' a’ g

to us was more gentle, or convenient, ($9,) to us

than she, or it]: no verb thereof [in this sense]

has been transmitted.

of r)

a’ 1

g, a a‘ "

15L‘): 5C0 4L0).

2: ”

49,0):

.u out no! u ea

J46)‘ [i. q. @)I]: see 35%).

Q )9’ q! ‘a )0’

dye)»: see 5990;, in two places. _Z§,.a).o,

' Q )4

applied to a woman: see dye).

0' v6 6

391-0)» i. q. [q.v.]: (0,1; :) because the

thing hammered, or beaten, is joined, and made

to cohere, therewith. (0.)

J r.)

all-:59! JAB)» A man having the teeth near

 

"
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